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All aim to integrate national with local…

“Threat assessments at the regional level are designed to
support the setting of regional control strategies that take into
account specifically regional priorities but also incorporate the
regional and local implications of the national interagency
strategies on serious and organised crime”

Brian Flood & Roger Gaspar (2009)
Strategic aspects of the UK National Intelligence Model.
In; Strategic Thinking in Criminal Intelligence. Page 61.

…articulate priority areas for all territory,
state and federal agencies to guide their
strategic and operational planning

Critiques
•

Some of the questions

Producing threat assessments has largely been the work of
police or criminal‐intelligence staff with little outside input
and based on unclear methodologies.
Shaw, M (2011) Know your enemy: An overview of organized crime threat
assessments (Issue Brief). New York: International Peace Institute.

•

As risk assessments on organised crime and their related
methodologies are generally tightly restricted to the law
enforcement community, it is often unclear how law
enforcement defines, assesses and makes decisions about
organised crime.

Triage of organised crime groups is essential…
•

•
•

Do we view the characteristics of, and threats from, OC groups
differently depending on where we are in the intelligence
system?
Are OC groups behaving differently from national to local level?
Are we making decisions based on sound analysis?

Tusikov, N (2012) Measuring organised crime‐related harms: Exploring five
policing methods. Crime, Law & Social Change, 51(7), 99‐115.
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Sleipnir version 2.0
•

•

•
•

Organized crime groups capability
measurement matrix
Tool to help prioritize organized crime
groups (drugs, kidnapping, violence)
12 criminal capabilities measured
The relative importance of the
attributes was determined through
focus groups and exhaustive pairwise
comparison analysis

Attribute

Definition

COHESION

Strong bonds are fostered at both individual to individual, and individual to organization levels in order to create criminal

Nashville 2011

solidarity and common protection. The bonds can be created through such factors as common backgrounds, blood relationships,
financial relationships, length of association and geographic origins. They can be instituted through rites of initiation and required
criminal acts of loyalty.
COLLABORATION

The extent of collaborative links between this and other organized crime groups.

CORRUPTION

The corruption of local public officials through the practices of illicit influence, exploitation of weakness and blackmail. Also the

DISCIPLINE

The practice of coercing obedience to hold the organization together. This includes the use of violence, intimidation and other

ability to place organized criminals or their associates into sensitive positions.

sanctions or forms of coercion on group members and associates.
DIVERSIFICATION

INFILTRATION

The extent to which the illicit activities of the group are diversified.

The efforts to gain a foothold within legitimate private organizations and businesses to further criminal activities. This control or
influence may be used for: money laundering, establishing a pretense of propriety, facilitating, protecting and concealing criminal
enterprises, and/or for intelligence gathering.

INSULATION

The efforts to protect the main figures in the group from prosecution through the use of: subordinates, fronts, corruption and/or
other means.

INTELLIGENCE USE

The intelligence/counter‐intelligence and counter‐surveillance capabilities of organized criminals. Used to defend themselves
against law enforcement and rival groups, and to identify new targets.

MONEY LAUNDERING The process of legitimizing cash or other assets obtained through illegal activities. Effective money laundering conceals the
criminal origins and ownership of the funds, creates a legitimate explanation for the proceeds of crime and creates wealth over
time.
MONOPOLY

Control over one or more specific criminal activities within a geographic area of operations, with no tolerance for competition.
This does not prevent partnerships of profitable convenience between or among organizations. Violence, intimidation and/or
informing on competitors are common methods used to establish or maintain monopoly.

SCOPE

The geographic sphere of operations and influence of the organized crime group.

VIOLENCE

The use of violence, and intimidation through explicit or implicit threats of violence, against targets outside the group to further

Security

any organizational objective.
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Agency type

N

%

Local / municipal

63

40.1

State / regional

35

22.3

Federal / national

42

26.8

Other

12

7.6

Missing

5

3.2

Total

157

Less than a quarter had
under two years
experience

A good spread across
local, regional and
national

Years in intel role

N

%

Less than 2

35

22.3

2‐5

50

31.8

6‐10

33

21

More than 10

34

21.7

Missing

5

3.2

Total

157

Results by where analyst is located

Results by where analyst is located
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Violence

Discipline
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4

Intelligence Use

Insulation
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Insulation

Violence
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Clearly differences between analysts at different
government levels
Analytical challenges
At abstract level are we looking at different groups?
Differences in perspective of OC groups?
Differences in training?
Are analysts only seeing part of the group activity?

Research challenges
Is Sleipnir more effective than Q‐Sort?

Sleipnir
Corruption

And are these real differences in
the behavior of organised crime
groups?
Do they behave differently
enough that they pose a variable
threat depending on their range
of operations?

“We knew that the intelligence model was in fact an ideal
model for the whole business of policing that would
enable police commanders to understand and anticipate
risks and threats across the public safety domain.”

If so, this may run counter to the
aims of national threat
assessments…

Cross‐cultural problems
Assessing the success factors of
organized crime groups

“The general conceptual frameworks and theories of crime
and criminal behavior are in a way indigenous. They have
been mostly developed within the US‐American and
Western culture, and refer to the specific problems of
crime in these countries”

intelligence challenges for strategic thinking

JERRY RATCLIFFE
BSC PHD FRGS

Karstedt, S (2001) Comparing cultures, comparing crime:
Challenges, prospects and problems for a global criminology.
Crime, Law & Social Change, 36, 285-308.
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